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Kisiullukwen ta’n eimn.  

Kisi-hpwəli-kiseht. 

Là où tu es semé, tu dois fleurir. 

Grow where you are planted. 

 

Ketu'apoqonmulek kitmn aq wi'kmn L’nui'suti. 
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Preface 

 

On January 16, 2009 the leadership of Kespe’kewa’ki (the 7th district) passed a 

declaration that the Mi’kmewi’suti is the official language of Kespe’kewa’ki. The purpose 

of the resolution was to prioritize the retention, promotion and revitalization of 

Mi’kmewi’suti. It is only appropriate that this resolution be passed since the L’nu’k have 

been occupants in Kespe’kewa’ki since long before the Apaqtuewa’jk arrived there. 

 

This text Kitmnej aq Wi’kmnej L’nui’suti is prepared to help the L’nu’k read and write 

their language. 

 

In the past the Mi'kmaq people were an oral people, but now they must learn to read 

and write if L’nui’suti is to survive with English and French so dominant. Also, what is 

the purpose of passing a declaration if no effort is made to produce Mother Tongue 

Media? 

 

One of the best texts ever produced by the Mi’kmaq people is called Nmɨtkinen, Me’ 

Mnaq Ejikliknmuetuek Kis Na Naqtmuek; but, what is the purpose in producing this text 

and other literature if only a few can read the L’nui’suti . The Mi'kmaq must be equipped 

to read and write the L’nui’suti. 

 

It is hoped that the First Nation People of Kespe’ewa’ki will indeed speak L’nui’suti in 

their homes, to their children, in their schools, in their council meetings and throughout 

Kespe’kewa’ki, so that L’nui’suti will indeed be the language of Kespe’kewa’ki. It is 

hoped also that these same people will become readers and writers of L’nui’suti so that 

it will be stronger than it has ever been. 

 

A set of lessons have been needed for a long time which enables an individual to teach 

themselves how to read and write L’nui’suti. The course Kitmnej aq Wi’kmnej L’nui’suti 

will enable the user to do just that.  
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Read Me First 

This course consists of 10 units or Kina’masuti’l using the Smith-Francis system. It 

assumes that you are a speaker of the L’nui’suti because it is entirely written in the 

language. 

 

 The first three units introduces you to most of the letters used in your language. Each 

page is a "Teaching Page" (containing illustrated teaching material) your instructor or 

teacher will have some instructions for many of the pages on how to use the teaching 

pages. Other pages are simply teaching pages with the instructions written on the same 

page. There are also some exercise pages requiring input by the reader. 

 

The fifth to the tenth Kina’masuti’l consist of only teaching pages with the instructions on 

the same page. A short or longer story is included in lessons four to ten to give reading 

practice. In those same units, one other letter is introduced along with the stresses that 

are used in the L’nui’suti. This gives a total of 16 sound units and 2 stresses that are 

used by speakers of the L’nui’suti. 

 

The letters N, P, S, I and U are introduced to you in Amkwesewei kina'masuti. 

The letters K, T, W, A and E are introduced to you in Ta'puewei kina'masuti. 

The letters J, L, M, O and Q are introduced to you in Si'stewei kina'masuti. 

The letter clusters of KW and QW are introduced to you in Ne'wewei kina'masuti. 

In the Na'newei kina'masuti you practice building words using letter combinations or 

syllables (mawiapje'jkl teluemkl or teluemkewe’l ɨpkesiknn). 

In Asɨkomewei kina'masuti you are introduced to the apostrophe or [ '  ]. 

In L’luiknekewei, Ukumuljinewei and Peskunatekewei kina'masuti you are introduced to 

the places in words where the marked I accent, [ ɨ ], occurs and how the letters are 

pronounced when they occur with the marked I accent. 

In Newetiska'qewei kina'masuti you are introduced to where the letter y occurs, some 

other consonant clusters and a unique occurrence of the marked I accent, ɨ, at the end 

of words.  
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Here is the talking or friendship circle with the letters arranged around the circle as you 

learn them. We will begin with the letter N and proceed clockwise around the circle. 

You, Ki’l, are in the honoured position across from where the letters enter at the top of 

the circle. You will meet 16 letters and 2 stress marks along with 2 sets of letter 

combinations. They are all situated around the circle for you to see. 

Figure 1 - The talking circle 

 

In the center of the circle is the petroglyph drawn by a First Nation person many years 

ago on a rock in Nova Scotia. It is a picture model of your language.
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There are two major writing systems used to write L’nui’suti. One is called “The Smith-

Francis system” and the second is “The Listukuj system.” Below is a chart showing how 

the sound segments are written in the two systems. 

 

Chart A 

SOUND SEGMENTS SMITH-FRANCIS SYSTEM LISTUGUJ SYSTEM 

 

5 vowels or pantuepijik 

 A, a    A, a     A, a (the same) 

 E, e    E, e     E, e  (the same) 

 I, i    I, i     I, i  (the same) 

 O, o    O, o     O, o  (the same) 

 U, u    U, u     U, u  (the same) 

 

11 consonants or iltunpijik 

 K/G, k/g   K, k     G, g (different) 

 Ch/J, ch/j   J, j     J, j  (the same) 

 L, l    L, l     L, l  (the same) 

 M, m    M, m     M, m (the same) 

 N, n    N, n     N, n (the same) 

 P/B, p/b   P, p     P, p (the same) 

 Q q    Q, q     Q, q  (the same) 

 S/Z, s/z   S, s     S, s  (the same) 

 T/D, t/d   T, t     T, t  (the same) 

 W, w    W, w     W, w  (the same) 

 Y, y    Y, y     I, i (different) 

 

2 stresses 

Stretch stress   apostrophe ‘      apostrophe ‘  (the same) 

Strong stress   marked Ɨ (ɨ)      grave accent ` (different) 

 

In these Kina’masuti’l the Smith-Francis system is used. The Listukuj version is produced separately.  
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In case you encounter something written by an elder or written in the old Pacifique 

system, as you see in the prayer books, Chart B will help you to read in that system. 

The letters or marks of the old system that are different from either the Listukuj system 

or the Smith-Francis System are printed in red.  

Chart B 

SOUND SEGMENTS SMITH-FRANCIS SYSTEM LISTUGUJ SYSTEM ELDERS SYSTEM 

 

5 vowels or pantuepijik 

 A, a   A, a    A, a     A, a 

 E, e   E, e    E, e      E, e 

 I, i   I, i    I, i      I, i 

 O, o   O, o    O, o      Ô, ô 

 U, u   U, u    U, u      O, o 

 

11 consonants or iltunpijik 

 K/G, k/g  K, k    G, g     G, g  

 Ch/J, ch/j  J, j    J, j      Tj, tj 

 L, l   L, l    L, l      L, l  

 M, m   M, m    M, m     M, m 

 N, n   N, n    N, n     N, n  

 P/B, p/b  P, p    P, p     P, p 

 Q q   Q, q    Q, q      G, g 

 S/Z, s/z  S, s    S, s      S, s 

 T/D, t/d  T, t    T, t      T, t 

 W, w   W, w    W, w     O, o 

 Y, y   Y, y    I, i     I, i 

 

2 stresses 

Stretch stress  apostrophe ‘  apostrophe ‘  not represented 

Strong stress   marked Ɨ (ɨ)  grave accent` or ‘ e or another vowel 
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In the texts or in each Kina'masuti the teacher doesn’t talk but writes everything in 

ɨktli’sutim (your language.) Thus, you will call the teacher ɨNtli'suti Nipi or Nujikina'muet. 

 

The teacher will use key words and pictures to introduce the letters or stress marks that 

are situated around the talking circle. 

 

These letters are just like people. When you sit at a talking circle you often meet new 

people. You recognize them by the way they look. You will recognize their voice when 

they speak and you will learn what they are like as you get to know them. Letters, 

Knukwatiknk, or marks, Jiltekl, are the same. You will know what they look like. You will 

know what they sound like and you will know how they sound among other letters. You 

will also learn a name for each letter that is different from their English or French 

names. 

 

The five vowels, A, E, I, O and U, have one way in which you pronounce them. 

The same is true of the letters L, M, N, W and Q. 

The letter S is usually pronounced one way except in a few unique words where it is 

pronounced like z in the English word azure. 

The consonants K, J, P, and T have three ways they are pronounced, but they are 

consistently pronounced in the environments where they occur in words. 

The letters KW and QW are always pronounced together with other letters. 

The apostrophe [ ’ ] occurs after letters, usually vowels, causing them to be pronounced 

longer than the letter is normally pronounced. This is the stretch stress. 

The marked I accent [ ɨ ] is used with stressed consonants and it is found usually 

between consonants where vowels occur but it is not a continuant like a vowel. This is 

the strong stress. 

The y is used a great deal by some writers of ɨktli’sutim, but it only occurs on verbs in 

unique situations. 

 

Once you learn how each letter sounds or how you pronounce them you will be well 

equipped to read and write ɨktli'sutim.  
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At first it will be difficult for you to use the units, because considerable instruction is 

needed for some pages, but your teacher will help you. All the units are written in 

L’nui’suti. To help you, a list of klusuaqann containing the words used in the first four 

units of Kitmnej aq Wi’kmnej L’nui’suti is provided in a separate unit called 

Kina’masuti’ewe’l Klusuaqann. Use the word list to get started and for words that you 

can’t read or forms of words you are not familiar with! Be careful and patient at first. 

Look up the words and carefully read the text of the instruction pages. Your teacher can 

also help you with the words. Once you get going you will enjoy the challenge and will 

quickly learn to read and write L’nui’suti. If you do find that you need more help with 

words, consult: 

http://www.mikmaqonline.org. 

 

However, if you find understanding the texts too difficult get help from your teacher or 

use the English instructions found in “Let’s Read and Write L’nui’suti.” 

 

The authors believe that the sincere student who uses each unit and the word list will 

quite soon learn to read and write. Try to use Kitmnej aq Wi’kmnej L’nui’suti without any 

help from the English language. 

 

If you are a teacher using these units to teach others to read and write, do not use the 

English version. Just use the printed instructions in the Nujikina’muet version or your 

own similar instructions to convey the information to the students being taught. 

 

For those who are not speakers of the language, use the units in the English version 

called “Let’s Read and Write L’nui’suti.l.” 

 

The English instructions are only provided for non-speakers of the language or those 

who do not want to work thorough the lessons without the help of English or if you get 

stuck in trying to understand some of the instructions. 

  

http://www.mikmaqonline.org/
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Certain letters, syllables, words, etc. may be highlighted in the text with color. They are 

as follows: 

 

Speech acts or what you do to pronounce letters are in violet. 

 

Letters or knukwatiknk are dark blue or indigo. 

 

Syllables, mawiapje'jkl teluemkl (or teluemkewe’l ɨpkesiknn) are gray. 

[Syllable boundaries are noted in words with a raised dot ( · ) as in the 

words: te·lu·i·si·jik and wi’·ka·ti·kɨn.] 

 

Word parts (morphemens) or klusuaqane’l ɨpkesiknn are light blue. 

[Word part or morpheme boundaries are represented with a hyphen ( - ) as 

in the words: tel-wis-i-j-ik and wi’k-ati-kɨn.] 

 

Words or klusuaqann are green. 

 

Sentences or ankita’suaqan ta’n ewi’kasɨkl are dark yellow. 

 

Paragraphs are orange. 

 

Texts may sometime be highlighted in red or have the title in red. 
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Here are the letters in the talking circle as you might list them as they occur in the 

English alphabet. 

 

 

 

Reading and writing your own language will set free a new power within you. 

Enjoy your new friends called knukwatiknk and share them with others. 

 

The teacher’s units (Nujikina’muet) are highlighted in Green. 

The student’s units (Kina’masuinu) are highlighted in Red. 

The Self Taught units have the instructions in English and are highlighted in Blue.  
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A NOTE ABOUT STRESSES 

There are four stresses on words in ɨktli’sutim. They are: 

 

     ^ the shift stress 

 

 

 the strong stress <          > the stretch stress 

 

 

˅ the stronger strong stress 

 

1 The strong stress, is indicated in the written texts by the marked I accent ( ɨ ). When it occurs 

before two consonants at the beginning of words, it causes the first consonant to be pronounced 

stronger. When it occurs between two consonants it causes the first to be pronounced stronger. 

These stressed sound segments are pronounced stronger than the surrounding sound 

segments. 

2 The shift stress causes the sound segment that it stresses to be pronounced further back in 

the mouth. It does not have to be represented in the written texts because the stressed 

segments are changed to represent a different sound segment. Thus, the shift stress causes the 

sound segment T to shift to a J and the sound segment G to be shifted to a Q. 

3 The stretch stress, is represented by the apostrophe ( ‘ ) in the written texts. The stretch stress 

causes the sound segment that it follows to be pronounced longer than it normally is 

pronounced.  

4 The stronger strong stress occurs only at the end of words and it causes the entire last 

syllable in the word to be pronounced stronger than the rest of the word. Since the strong stress 

never occurs at the end of words, therefore, the marked I accent is also used to represent the 

stronger strong stress. 

Therefore, only two stress marks are used in the written texts of ɨktli’sutim. They are the 

apostrophe and the marked I accent. More will be said about them in the following units. 


